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Meridian Seed Tenders were first in the industry and we continue 

to be first in innovation. Meridian has continuously incorporated 

the latest technological innovations to meet our customers’ 

ever-changing needs. Meticulous attention to quality and detail 

reflects the attitude of an enthusiastic and skilled production team, 

providing confidence to each Meridian customer of a superior and 

dependable product. Meridian’s best references are the thousands 

of farmers and commercial customers who have experienced the 

quality and value of the Meridian family of products.

Meridian offers the largest selection of seed tenders in the seed 

handling industry and can accommodate any farming operation. 

We take the work out of loading seed into your planter or drill—

decreasing the downtime in the field in order to keep your tractor 

and planter moving.

Our tenders are designed with you in mind. We’ve optimized our 

tenders for various seed products, larger volume through-out, 

increased holding capacities, new hydraulic drive with wireless 

remote control and our premium powder coat paint finish, which 

creates a superior paint adhesion for our tenders and the trailers 

they are mounted on.

Our service starts before you purchase a bulk seed tender by 

helping you select the unit with the options and accessories to best 

suit your farming operation. Meridian has a large dealer network 

and sales team available to help you choose the right seed tender 

for your operation.

 
®

1990

The 330 tender is 
introduced which  
revolutionizes planting 
in the corn and 
soybean belt. 

1998

110 and 220 seed 
tender models are 

made known to the 
market expanding the 

seed tender line.

2001

The Seed Titan™ series 
is launched. Finally 
a bulk seed tender 

is made available for 
every grower.

2004

WGI purchases 
Friesen USA and 
becomes known 

as Meridian 
Manufacturing. 

 
®

Meridian introduces full 
hydraulic functioning 

seed tenders. 

2010
2014

2015

Meridian reinvents their 
Titan series with the all new 
Titan SR2 available in 2 and 

4 box sizes.

The all new Seed Express 
SR2 also comes out which 

is bigger and better than 
ever. Available in 840, 1050 

and 1260 cu/ft sizes.

Meridian 
launches new 

self loading 
Seed Express™ 

400SLD.

First in Innovation, First in the Industry
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SEED TITAN™ SR2 2 BOX

STANDARD FEATURES:
► 7 " Auger unloads up to 
    625lbs/minute
► 7" Conveyor unloads up to   
    1250lbs/minute
► Patented Self-Centering Box Guides
► Secure lockdowns
► Easy gate controls
► 7000# Torsion axles trailer
► Diamond plate body and fenders
► Low profile deck
► Powder coat finish
► Electric start gas engine

MEETS YOUR NEEDS
Designed to hold two bulk seed boxes, the Seed Titan SR2 functions 
great for filling individual seed boxes and handling commodities like corn, 
beans, rice, cotton, wheat, and oats. It's Patented Self-Centering Box 
Guides can have your seed securely loaded and down the road in no time. 

1 3 ’  6  5 / 1 6 ”

6 2 ”

9 7  1 / 8 ” 1 2 ’  3  5 / 8 ”
1 9 ’  4  7 / 8 ”

SEED TITAN™ SR2 SERIES

Holds two 50 unit seed boxesGREAT FEATURES. GREAT QUALITY.

SpecificationsOPTIONS:
► 7"x19' Polycup Auger or     
    Meridian's Cleated Belt Conveyor
► Scale package
► Spouts
    ● 3-tier spout
    ● Short spout - 48"
► Light package 
► Talc applicator 

Meridian’s new Titan SR2 Seed Tender provides a host of new, innovative features that 
take ease of use and product innovation to a whole new level. This next-generation 
tender is built to perform – a sturdier and more robust design, an inventive positioning 
mechanism, and the ability to interchange between a conveyor with Meridian’s 
patented cleated belt or a one piece auger tube without hinge points.  Both options 
are just some of the innovations designed to help improve the operational efficiency 
for your business. Meridian's proven patented Self Centering Box Guides continues 
to be the quickest, easiest, and safest way to load seed boxes onto the tender.

Meridian understands the fundamental needs of the grower – functionality, ease of use, and 
durability to name a few. Meridian also understands the importance of capacity, cycle time 
and accuracy – particularly as they apply to seeding season. To prove our understanding, 
we specifically designed the new Titan SR2 around these product attributes such as 
optional trailers and scale offerings. The result is something you simply have to see!

1 3 ’  6  5 / 1 6 ”

6 2 ”

9 7  1 / 8 ” 1 2 ’  3  5 / 8 ”
1 9 ’  4  7 / 8 ”
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Specifications

CONVENIENCE & SPEED
Designed to hold four bulk seed boxes, the Seed Titan SR2  four box was 
developed for operations that purchase their seed in bulk boxes, giving 
producers the flexibility of taking up to four different seed varieties to the 
field. Available in an auger or conveyor unit allowing the unit to fill individual 
planter seed boxes or bulk fill planters. The Seed Titan SR2 works great 
for handling commodities like corn, beans, rice, cotton, wheat, and oats.  

SEED TITAN™ SR2 4 BOX

GREAT FEATURES. GREAT QUALITY.Holds four 50 unit seed boxes

SEED EXPRESS™ SERIES

With the grower in mind, Meridian offers a variety of bulk seed tenders to satisfy any size of operation. Meridian’s lineup 
starts with the 110BST, which has a single compartment and polycup auger and extends to the 400SLD which has 
two compartments and a multitude of features. The 110BST and 225RST both have 6” polycup augers and a variable 
speed switch mounted at the end of the spout so you can control how much seed you are putting in. Their proven 
design is very user friendly and has been helping fill planters for many years. With the growth of the bulk fill planters, 
Meridian was asked to develop a seed tender to meet the need for self loading. Meridian’s model, which features 
our Patented Cleated Conveyor Belt, starts with the 240 which has features such as hydraulic raise/lower and belt 
operation of a 6” conveyor. The 240RT and 375RT models have standard features such as a 5 function wireless remote 
which controls: engine start/stop, hydraulic gates, conveyor swing, conveyor elevation and conveyor belt movement. 

Both RT models provide the grower the choice between a 6” conveyor with an 8” cleated belt or an 8” conveyor with 
a 12” cleated belt, as well as the ability to weigh product with an optional scale package. Meridian’s 400SLD features 
a 6" conveyor with an 8" cleated belt or an 8” conveyor with a 12” cleated belt which is hydraulically raised/ lowered 
and driven. The conveyor on the 400SLD manually swings easily from front to rear of the tender - simply position the 
conveyor, open the gate open and engage the conveyor. With the 12” belt you can move up to 2,500 lb/min so your 
planet box will be full in a short amount of time. Like Meridian’s RT model, the 400SLD has a wireless remote with 
the addition of a scale display built into the remote, giving you the ability to do other tasks while filling your boxes.  
Add the “Auto Convey” option and filling the seed box just got easier. Set the system to the desired amount and push 
the button and you can go focus on other items. Lastly, through the many years Meridian has been producing seed 
tenders we have seen the growing need for scales, talc/ graphite applicators and automated filling. In response, we have 
developed solutions to meet these requirements. Please ask your dealer about everything Meridian has to offer you.   

STANDARD FEATURES:
► 7 " Auger unloads up to 
    625lbs/minute
► 7" Conveyor unloads up to   
    1250lbs/minute
► Patented Self-Centering Box Guides
► Secure lockdowns
► Easy gate controls
► Tandem 7000# Torsion axles trailer
► Diamond plate body and fenders
► Low profile deck
► Powder coat finish
► Electric start gas engine

OPTIONS:
► 7"x19' Polycup Auger or     
    Meridian's Cleated Belt Conveyor
► Scale package
► Spouts
    ● 3-tier spout
    ● Short spout - 48"
► Light package
► Gooseneck hitch
► Talc applicator 
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GREAT FEATURES. GREAT QUALITY.

SpecificationsSpecifications

GREAT FEATURES. GREAT QUALITY.

PROVEN ABILITY
In service for nearly 20 years, the 110BST has a compact design that can 
easily be pulled on it’s own trailer or put in a truck bed as it has its own 
4’ x 4’ skid base. The 110BST works great for handling commodities like 
corn, beans, wheat, and oats. 

110 Units / 88 Bushel Capacity

13’ 0”

7’ 11”

11’ 9” 7’ 5” 6’ 1”

STANDARD FEATURES:
► Unloads up to 400lbs/minute
► Roll back safety lid
► 3-tier telescopic spout
► Single compartment
► Wired remote throttle control
► Powder coat finish
► 6" polycup auger
► Electric start gas engine

OPTIONS:
► Trailer
► Wireless key FOB

SEED EXPRESS™ 225RST

STANDARD FEATURES:
► Unloads up to 400lbs/minute
►  Bulk fill 6" polycup auger
► Two compartments
► Wired remote throttle control
► Agri Cover roll tarp
► Powder coat finish
► Electric start gas engine
► 3-tier telescopic spout

OPTIONS:
►  Trailer
►  Electric fold-over lift assembly 
► Scale package
► Wireless key FOB
► Gooseneck hitch

15’ 6”

6’ 9”8’ 3”

9’ 8”

15’ 3”

225 Units / 180 Bushels Capacity

VERSATILE
An upgrade to the Meridian team of farm favorites, the 225RST unit is 
equipped with two compartments and holds enough seed to keep you 
in the field all day. This model works great as a tender for planters with 
individual boxes and bulk fill planters. Fill your planter with ease by using 
the control located at the end of the spout. The 225RST is great for 
handling commodities such as corn, beans, wheat, and oats.

SEED EXPRESS™ 110BST
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GREAT FEATURES. GREAT QUALITY.

Specifications

GREAT FEATURES. GREAT QUALITY.

Specifications

240 Units / 192 Bushel Capacity

SEED EXPRESS™ 240 BASIC

EXTRA VERSATILITY 
Meridian’s Seed Express 240 Basic is designed to handle and transport 
seed from mini-bulk bags, seed boxes or from a bulk seed facility. Our 240 
features the hydraulic lower and raise and the hydraulic conveyor start/stop 
with variable speed setting. Also includes manual gates and rotation of the 
conveyor along with electric start engine.

STANDARD FEATURES:
► Unloads up to 1200lbs/minute
► 6"x19' conveyor tube with 8"       
    Patented Meridian Cleated Belt
► Hydraulic variable speed conveyor
► Patented sample gates
► Two compartments
► 180° conveyor swing
► Agri-Cover FLE Drive roll tarp
► Powder coat finish
► Electric start gas engine

OPTIONS:
► 7" X 48" short spout
► Talc applicator

240 Units / 192 Bushel Capacity

SEED EXPRESS™ 240RT

ADVANCED CONTROL
Meridian’s Seed Express 240RT is designed to handle and transport seed 
in mini-bulk bags, seed boxes or from a bulk seed facility. The 240RT 
features Meridian’s advanced 5 feature control system with hydraulic drive 
to adjust discharge height, rotate conveyor 180° to the left or right, open/
close the gates, start/stop the conveyor or run conveyor drive system and 
start/stop engine. Conveniently controlled via wireless remote. 

STANDARD FEATURES:
►  6"x19' Meridian cleated conveyor 

unloads up to 1200lbs/minute
► 8"x19' Meridian cleated conveyor  
    unloads up to 2500lbs/minute
► Wireless 5 function remote control
► Two compartments
► Agri-Cover FLE Drive roll top
► Ultimate reach conveyor™
► Variable speed throttle control
► Powder coat finish
► Electric start gas engine

OPTIONS:
►  Bumper hitch trailer
► Gooseneck trailer
► T14000ST Trailer
► Scale with digital readout 
► "New" auto convey scale package
► Spouts
    ● 2-tier spout - 10"
    ● 3-tier spout - 7"
    ● Short stub spout
    ● Quick tach
► Talc applicator
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GREAT FEATURES. GREAT QUALITY.375 Units / 300 Bushels Capacity GREAT FEATURES. GREAT QUALITY.

Specifications

SEED EXPRESS™ 375RT

STANDARD FEATURES:
►  6"x19' Meridian cleated conveyor 

unloads up to 1200lbs/minute
► 8"x19' Meridian cleated conveyor  
    unloads up to 2500lbs/minute
► Wireless 5 function remote control
► Two compartments
► Variable speed
► Ultimate reach conveyor™
► Agri-Cover FLE Drive roll tarp
► Powder coat finish
► Electric start gas engine

OPTIONS:
► Bumper hitch trailer
► Gooseneck trailer
► T21000ST Trailer
► Scale with digital readout
► "New" auto convey scale package
► Spouts
    ● 2-tier spout - 10"
    ● 3-tier spout - 7"
    ● Short stub spout
    ● Quick tach 
► Talc applicator

EASY TO OPERATE 
Our 375RT features Meridian’s advance control system with hydraulic 
drive to adjust discharge height, pivot conveyor to the left or right, open/
close gate and the conveyor drive system while offering extra capacity.  
Its dual compartments have a bulk holding capacity of 300 bushels.  
Equipped with our Patented Meridian cleated belt, the Seed Express 
375RT ensures superior seed quality when handling large volumes.

SEED EXPRESS™ 400SLD

SELF-LOADING 
The new Seed Express 400SLD is a ground breaking innovation from 
Meridian that takes on-farm seed tendering to a new level of versatility. 
It’s conveyor design allows the user to unload the tender, fill the tender, 
and also allow the user to use the conveyor independently for all your 
farm needs. Now you can use the 24ft. conveyor to unload from gravity 
wagons or bins into a semi-trailer. Have your planter loaded up and be 
ready like never before.

STANDARD FEATURES:
►  6"x24' Meridian cleated conveyor 

unloads up to 1200lbs/minute
► 8"x24' Meridian cleated conveyor  
    unloads up to 2500lbs/minute
► Holds 400 units of seed at water level
► 24' conveyor with 14'6" discharge
► Conveyor can rotate over 180° 
     from fully forward to fully backwards 
► Agri-Cover FLE Drive roll tarp
► Wireless 6 function remote control
► Powder coat finish
► Quick connect conveyors
► Electric start gas engine

OPTIONS:
► Bumper hitch trailer
► Gooseneck trailer
► Scale with digital readout
► Spouts
    ● 10" flexhose
    ● 2-tier 10" spout
    ● Quick tach
► Talc applicator

400 Units / 320 Bushels Capacity
19’ 9”13’ 10”

10’ 7”

8’ 6”

11’ 0”

11’ 8” - 6”
11’ 5” - 8”

MAX

6’ 2” - 6”
5’ 11” - 8”

MIN

8” Conveyor - 13’ 0”
6” Conveyor - 12’ 11”Specifications
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Meridian continues to lead the industry with innovative solutions in storage 
and handling equipment for the agricultural industry. For farm operations that 
require large capacity seed tenders, you need to look closely at Meridian’s new 
line of Seed Express SR2 tenders. Meridian’s new line offers the ideal blend of 
innovation, function and style. Amalgamating the best features of the previous 
model with new innovations that target enhanced functionality and ease of use, 
Meridian’s new Seed Express SR2 line will enhance your on-farm operations while 
increasing your productivity.

Our newly redesigned Seed Express large capacity tender delivers 840, 1050, or 
1260 cubic feet of seed, fertilizer and grain to your seeder. With 4 compartments 
on the 840, and 5 and 6 compartments on the 1050 and 1260, respectively, these 
large tenders can be used to transport multiple commodities and fertilizers at 
the same time. Because of their large capacity, these tenders can also be used 
as grain carts. The conveyor system offers several unique capabilities including 
auto features, conveyor synchronization, industry leading discharge heights and 
reach, and a patented cleated belt for high capacity. 
  

Versatile Mega Movers SEED EXPRESS™  SR2 840│1050 │1260

ELECTRONICS:
► Intuitive touch screen interface.
    ● Meridian’s control module is a fully functional user friendly touch  
       screen that provides an easy to follow screen.
    ● Use the screen to operate all features of the tender, from          
       unrolling the tarp, starting the engine, moving the conveyor,   
       controlling conveyor speeds and picking gates.
► Deutsch connectors are used to protect electronics and the entire  
    wiring harness is wrapped in a protective braided cover.
► Five function wireless remote control.

HYDRAULICS:
► Power pack gas tank and hydraulic tanks are mounted low for   
    easy filling and access.
► The Honda engine can be started remotely including cold engine  
    starts.
► There is minimal oil system head pressure at start-up
   ● The engine stars much quicker because there is only minimal
      hydraulic load at start-up. This saves on battery life. 
► Improved Efficiency
   ● The system runs cool with an oil reservoir of 
       only 2 gallons, which improves performance, even on hot days 
► Hoses, Lines and fittings.
   ● Connection leaks are prevented by using a new hardline-to-hose
      connection technique.
   ● The overall number of hoses has been reduced which resolves  
      the clutter at the rear of the tender, improves serviceability  and  
      allows for improved hose routing and fit & finish. 

INCLINE CONVEYOR:
► Two incline conveyor lengths available:
   ● Standard length; 26' provides a discharge  
      height of 14' 6" - 19'. 
   ● Optional length: 17' provides a discharge      
      height of 10' - 13' 3". 
► Hopper uses a steel-rubber design   
    with the forward portion of the hopper       
    manufactured with rubber
   ● The forgiving nature of rubber allows for   
      flexing should the hopper come into contact  
      with other parts of the tender.
► Both the underbin and incline conveyors are 
    speed adjustable and synchronized.   
 
UNDERBIN CONVEYOR:
► Rod style frame structure.
   ● The underbin frame uses rods that form the 'pan' profile on which the   
      belt rides.
   ● This produces less friction than sheet metal pans and prevents  
      situations where the belt freezes to the pan in cold weather conditions.
   ● This also provides a deeper trough profile for the belt improving the
      capacity of material flow while minimizing seed spill.
   ● The net effect is a smoother running belt. 
► Belt speed synchronization.
   ► The synchronized system automatically adjusts the underbin speed
       based on the speed of the incline conveyor. 
► If you need to unload the tender without the use of the incline conveyor,  
    Meridian has designed the underbin to run independently and at high   
    speed.
   ● Time to unload an entire 1260 tender is under 10 minutes. 
► The gates operate incrementally from 0" to 4" opening. You can also fully  
    open or fully close all of the gates in a single operation.
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SEED EXPRESS™  SR2 840│1050 │1260

Specifications

840 = 840 Units / 672 Bushel Capacity
1050 = 1050 Units / 840 Bushel Capacity
1260 = 1260 Units / 1008 Bushel Capacity

840

1050

1260

OPTIONS:
► Front fenders manufactured with aluminum for a sturdy, long lasting design.
► Aluminum mag wheels.
► Fertilizer Package:
  ● Includes stainless steel conveyors.
► Scale Packages:
   ● Air ride sensors - provides basic weight information. 
   ● Load cell sensors - provides accurate weights measurable for each tender  
      compartment. 
► Communication module - allows Meridian's service technician to   
     communicate remotely using 4G or WiFi, from our office to your field. 

TRAILER:
► Custom integrated trailer with air ride suspension.
► Landing gear on the trailer has a clearance of 15". 
► Access holes are positioned in the trailer frame to easily tension  
    the belt. 
► An under run rear bumper comes standard and easily swings       
    down and out of the way, eliminating any interference with the   
    conveyors. 

TENDER BODY:
► Available in 840, 1050 and 1260 cu/ft sizes.
► A new mounting system improves the connection of the tender   
    body to the trailer. 

TARP & LADDERS:
► The Agri-Cover® Roll Tarp can be operated by either wireless FOB or control  
    screen. 
► Ladders run along the body of the tender so you are able to see into each  
    compartment. GREAT FEATURES. GREAT QUALITY.

TALC APPLICATOR

TALC AND GRAPHITE 
Meridian's talc applicator is available on conveyor style seed tenders 
and the Titan SR2 models. It has the ability to apply talc or graphite to 
your commodities. The internal agitator makes sure that everything flows 
smoothly. 

STANDARD FEATURES:
► Ability to apply up to 1/2 pound of talc per minute.
► Holds up to 20 pounds of talc in a four gallon container
► Internal agitator keeps talc clump free
► Automatically powers on and off when the conveyor is started
► Capable of powering on and off via Meridian's wireless remote
► Manual override switch
► Manual speed selector
► Can be used for talc or graphite
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SEED TITAN™ │ SEED EXPRESS™ 
FEATURES & OPTIONS 

SEED EXPRESS 
110BST

SEED EXPRESS 
225RST

corn, beans, wheat, oats corn, beans, wheat, oats

STANDARD FEATURES

SINGLE COMPARTMENT ●
DUAL COMPARTMENTS ●
ROLL BACK SAFETY LID ●

SHUT OFF GATE ● ●
CLEANOUT DOOR ● ●

6” AUGER WITH POLYCUP FLIGHTING ● ●
ELECTRIC START HONDA GAS ENGINE ● ●

CLUTCH SYSTEM ● ●
3-TIER TELESCOPIC SPOUT ● ●

WIRED REMOTE THROTTLE CONTROL ● ●
POWDER COAT FINISH ● ●

BULK FILL AUGER ●
ROLL BACK TARP ●

OPTIONS

TRAILER ● ●

SEED EXPRESS 240 SEED EXPRESS 240RT SEED EXPRESS 375RT  SEED EXPRESS 400SLD SEED  EXPRESS             
840, 1050, 1260

corn, beans, wheat, oats corn, beans, rice, peanuts, 
cotton, wheat, oats

corn, beans, rice, peanuts, 
cotton, wheat, oats

corn, beans, rice, peanuts, 
cotton, wheat, oats 

corn, beans, rice, peanuts, 
cotton, wheat, oats, fertilizer

STANDARD FEATURES

3-TIER TELESCOPIC SPOUT WITH CONTROL SWITCH ●
HYDRAULIC RAISE/LOWER ● ● ● ● ●

HYDRAULIC SHUT OFF GATES ● ● ● ●
HYDRAULIC CONVEYOR OR START/STOP WITH VARIABLE SPEED SETTING ● ● ● ● ●

ARTICULATING SWING CONVEYOR ● ●
WIRELESS 5 FUNCTION REMOTE CONTROL:

•START/STOP CONVEYOR-VARIABLE SPEED •180° SWING •ADJUSTABLE DIS-
CHARGE HEIGHT •OPEN AND CLOSE GATES •REMOTE START/STOP HONDA MOTOR

● ● ● ●

G• 340 HONDA ENGINE W/ELECTRIC START AND BATTERY RECHARGE ●
MANUAL CONVEYOR SWING CONTROL-180° ●

MANUAL GATE CONTROL ●
6” CONVEYOR-UNLOADS UP TO 1200LBS/MINUTE ● ● ● ●
8” CONVEYOR UNLOADS UP TO 2500LBS/MINUTE ● ●

CONVEYOR AVAILABLE: 6” TUBE W/8” CLEATED BELT OR 8” TUBE W/12” 
CLEATED BELT ● ● ●

19FT.CONVEYOR WITH MERIDIAN CLEATED BELT™ ●
(2)  SEPARATE COMPARTMENTS ● ● ● ●

AGRI-COVER FLE• DRIVE ROLL TARP ● ● ● ●
POWER COAT FINISH ● ● ● ● ●

SAMPLE GATES US PATENT #6,396,003 ● ● ● ●
VIEW GLASSES ● ● ● ● ●

240 UNITS/192 BUSHELS ● ●
375 UNITS/300  BUSHELS ●
400 UNITS/320 BUSHELS ●

ULTIMATE REACH CONVEYOR™ ● ●
VARIABLE  SPEED THROTTLE CONTROL ● ● ● ●

OPTIONS

BUMPER  HITCH TRAILER
•TANDEM 7000LBS TORSION A•LES •ELECTRIC BRAKES •LED LIGHTS •BATTERY 

BREAK AWAY •ADJUSTABLE HEIGHT 2 5/16” BALL
● ● ● ●

GOOSE NECK TRAILER ● ● ●
SCALE WITH DIGITAL READOUT ● ● ● ●

SEED TITAN SR2 2 BOX SEED TITAN SR2 4 BOX

COMMODITY BEST HANDLED
corn, beans, rice, peanuts, cotton, 

wheat, oats
corn, beans, rice, peanuts, 

cotton, wheat, oats

STANDARD FEATURES

BOX GUIDES US PATENT #6,964,551 ● ●
SECURE LOCKDOWNS ● ●

TOTAL CLEAN OUT ● ●
EASY GATE CONTROLS ● ●

LOW PROFILE DECK ● ●
ELECTRIC START GAS ENGINE ● ●

POWDER COAT FINISH ● ●
7” CONVEYOR W/8” MERIDIAN CLEATED BELT™

UNLOADS UP TO 1250LBS/MINUTE
● ●

7" X 19' AUGER WITH POLYCUP FLIGHTING

UNLOADS UP TO 625LBS/MINUTE
● ●

32” CONVEYOR INCLINE ● ●
 #7000-TORSION AXLES WITH ELECTRIC 

BRAKES AND LIGHTS ●
TANDEM #7000-TORSION AXLES WITH ELECTRIC 

BRAKES AND LIGHTS ●
3 – TIER TELESCOPIC SPOUT ● ●

SHUT OFF GATES ● ●
VARIABLE SPEED  TOGGLE SWITCH ● ●

LOWER THROTTLE CONTROL ● ●
OPTIONS

SCALES ● ●
CONVEYOR MODEL ● ●

AUGER MODEL ● ●

SEED EXPRESS™ 
FEATURES & OPTIONS 
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EXPERIENCE THE ADVANTAGES

“The Meridian 375RT is the quickest in over-all unloading and 
positioning the seed where I need it in topping off a load, on a drill 
or into a truck or while filling super tote sacks over a scale! With the 
wireless remote we can run any of the functions from any position 
around the trailer or even in the truck as you maneuver around an 
unloading place!

The serviceability of the unit is unmatched with the “will always 
start and run well” Honda engine and the durability of the Hydraulic 
system! This our second season with this machine after delivering 
many thousands of bushels of seed and we are very happy!” 

–Steve Beattie,  Dumas, Texas

“Our Meridian Seed Tender has made filling the planter so much 
easier and quicker, we Love it”  

–Darron Rusk, Sioux Rapids, Iowa

"The titan 2SE did exactly what is was supposed to do painlessly. It 
had no problem reaching my center fill bins. It was very easy to use 
and manuever. I was very satisfied with this purchase." 

–Tom Olsen, Newell, Iowa

“What a time saver and value to our operation.  I have a 240RT with 
scales so no more guess work…or coffee cans.” 

–Ben Greene, Webb, Iowa

“They are a progressive company that will update and change their 
equipment to meet our customer’s needs. Meridian also offers an 
excellent sales and support staff. They are very knowledgeable and 
have reliable service.” 

–Brad Sloan, Garden City, Kansas

"I am local, we knew that 
we were going to get local 
service. The MERIDIAN name 
has been well known for QUALITY 
and for SERVICE so it made our 
decision fairly easy."

- Aaron Bloom | Grower, Aurelia, Iowa

Real Life Stories from Real People 
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To find your nearest Meridian Dealer www.meridianmfg.com/dealerlocator

Scan to watch our videos
www.meridianmfg.com/videos/

Scan to watch our videos
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